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How to Use the Neck-ReliefrM for
Cervical Curvature & Tension
Basic Supine Position

inflate
deflate

Find the dome pump and air-release bufton
r*hich are located on the back of the pillow.

the internal bladder is fully inflated.

Press on the dome pump uniil you feel thai

Place the piilolv front face up an your bed

\tVhile facing up, in supine position, reach

or sofa and gentiy position your neck in the
center of the pillow. You must be facing up
and the lower part o{ your head cradied in
the cuddle fabric area of ihe pillovr.

back with your right hand to find the airrelease bulton and iet out as much air as
needed to feel comfortable.

It takes about 25 strokes to completel!
inflate the bladder.

Remove the pillour from behind your head
deflaie the bladder completely and repeat
infiating. Determine how many strokes it
took to firid your personal comfort level &
record" This will be your starting position.
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Once infiated to your personal comfort
level, i"eplace the pillow behind your neck.
Relax your neck and shouider muscles &
settie in. The contours of the pillow shculd

support your head and neck comfortably
and securely.

$implicity

li is norr"nai to experience some mild discomfort at first as your neck adjusts to the
contour of the pillow. lf you experience parn
immediately disconiinue use and censult
your physician.

h,lature

mins

10

mins

15 mins

Begin by using for no more than 5 minutes.

Gradualiy inci"ease time by an additional
5 nrinutes per day according to your comfort

level up to a maximum of '15 rninutes unl*ss
cthenvise approveci by your physician.

Freedom

Beauty
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Natural Comfort for Your Neck
Eases Neck Tension
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Helps Align Natural Curvature
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" l',fi: patients LOI/E

using tltis conlfortable deyice at home. Ther
love the fact that all they haye to do is place their head and neck
on it for a few minutes to find some neck tensiort reliejl "

" Without a doubt this neck device is
the MOST COMFORTABLE product
that I have everfoundfor my patients
to use at home that helps support the
neckb natural curvature ! "

Dr. Brian Prieto, D.C.
Orange County, CA

Dr. Brian Prieto
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" Rick loves it and it is such a great support for ltis neck
This pillow would benefit so many people. Again, we

canI thankyou enough."
)e

Hroper posrure:
"

Good posture minimizes

strain on your joints and
muscles, which can help
prevent aches and pains."
The Mayo Clinic

Remove any jewelry or clothing such as ties, scarves, hats,bulky
collars or sweaters. Long hair should not be gathered on the back
of your head, as in a braid or bun, as this will interfere with your
head resting in the proper position.
Lay on your back (supine postion only) on a bed or sofa placing
the back of your neck on top of the CerviPedic Neck-ReliefrM while
looking toward the ceiling.
Configure the unit under your neck where it feels comfortable. The
pump should be located on your right side. Pump air in the bladder inflate
as needed to anive at the most mmfortable position. Slowly release
the air valve to feel the contrast. Determine the number of pumps
deflate
that it took to feel most comfortable and record.
Begin with a use time of no more than 5 minutes per day. Gradually

increase by an additional 5 minutes per day according to your
personal comfort level up to a maximum of 15 minutes per day
unless otherwise recommended by your health care physician.
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Supports the Neck

NECK-RELIEF',

The CerviPedic Neck-ReliefrM is a naturally shaped head
support that relieves tension in your neck. lt was originally
designed to ease the stresses of travel, but is actually
ideal for anyone seeking relief from neck tension and
stiffness anywhere you can recline.

{

Neck and shoulder tension prevents all of us from doing
the things we love to do. lt occurs from constantly straining
our bones and muscles to hold up the weight of our heads.
The CerviPedic Neck-ReliefrM gently supports that weight
and relieves pressure.
With everyday demands, everyone suffers from unwelcome
neck tension at some time. Enjoy natural relief from tension
headaches and stress with the CerviPedic Neck-ReliefrM.
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Reclining with the CerviPedic Neck-ReliefrM:
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Use the CerviPedic Neck-ReliefrM wherever you can recliine. This
can be at home, in the car, by the pool or when you travel.

The CerviPedic Neck-Reliefru is organically shaped to naturally cradle

your head and support the neck's natural curvature.
This comfortable device stays in place as your body starts to relax
gently stretching your neck, thereby relieving the tension !n the muscles
and joints in your neck.
You can enjoy natural relief from tension & stress in your neck with the
CerviPedic Neck-Relief rM.

lmportant - Read Before Using:

While redining
lncline your position

The CerviPedic Neck-ReliefrM does not require any assembly
and is ready for use. This device must not be modified for any
reason. lfyou have questions regarding the use orto report any

between 25'-45'
for best resuhs.

problems, contact Method Simple lndustrial Design, lnc at
(888) 788-1053 or email at customersupport@methodsimple.mm.
Do not attempt to repair or modlfy the CerviPedic Neck-ReliefrM
in any way. Any attempt to modify this unit voids the warranty

and may result in injury. Use only as directed.
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Pump lt Up for Customized Comfort
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Shaped After Nature
Maintaining a correct natural curvature helps keep tension
away from the neck and helps to limit neck discomfort.
The natural shape of the CerviPedic Neck-ReliefrM provides
excellent support for the neck and back of the head. When
used for travel, unlike other devices which wrap completely
around the neck, the Cervipedic Neck-ReliefrM is designed
to naturally stabilize both the head and neck to provide you
with superior comfort.
Feel refreshed in as little as 15 minutes!
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by the pool

on a recliner

laying in bed

at the salon

on your flight

napprng rn a car

on your next vacation

on a train ride

touring the country

Using the Cervipedic Neck Relief:
WARNING: This device is to be used for support and comfort for your neck and not to be used for treatment of any neck condition unless otherwise instructed
by your health care provider. This Neck Supporter should never cause pain, however some slight discomfort may be felt initially when using this device.
lmproper application of this device or the use of excessive time on this device may aggravate an existing condition or cause additional injury. lf pain
develops in the neck, upper back or arms, or if you experience dizziness, nausea or any other type of pain or discomfort while using this device, discontinue
use immediately and consult your health care provider before further use.
This device should not be used if you sufferfrom, but noi limited to the following conditions: acute ortraumatic injury, spinal instability, fracture, rheumatoid
arthritis, spinal cord Compression lnfections and lnflammatory diseases, malignancy or any other conditions that may be made worse by using this device.
This device should not be used by people who have contact allergies to neoprene, cuddle fabric, nylon mesh or polyurethane foam. Not to be used for sleeping
purposes, when laying face down (prone position), when laying on the side posture position (fetal position) or for longer than 15 minutes in the supine position

atatimewithoutthe recommendationofyourhealthcareprovider.Notbeusedasatreatmentdeviceforanyneckcondition,neckdisease,orneckpain
without approval or supervision of your health care provider. Do not use this device if you have neck pain without checking with your health care provider.
ln no event shall Method Simple lndustrial Design, lnc be liable for any direct, indirect, punitive, incidental, special consequential damages, to property or
life, whatsoever arising out of, or connected with the use or misuse of this device.

US Patent 8418293

WWW.CERVIPEDIC.COM
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Display the Cervipedic
vour office or exam rCIc

Ask your ceryical patients if they would
like to extend your treatment$ at horne.

Place a sample pillow along with sr:rne brochures
where your patients can see and freely examine ii
for themselves.

Consult uiith your patients who suffer from neck
pain, neck stiffness or ioss of cervical curvature
that could benefit from using the pillow at home.

Explain the benefits of using the
Cervipedic Neck-ReliefrM at home

Explain the features
Neck-ReliefrM.

Explain how the lrleck-ReliefrM can help
A - Support your treatments at home
ts - Reiieve neck tension and stiffness

the head and neck and how to operate the pump
to inflate and release the air to adjusi cervical

CIf

the Cervipedic

Show your patients how the Neck-ReliefrM cradles

C - Recondition their cervical curvature

support.

ancl that's pretty muztt it.
Have your patient lay supine on your exam table
with the pillow supporting their head and neck
Show them how to inflate and deflate to find their
personai comfort levei.
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Normal

Ailow them a few moments to feel it oul
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